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A WORD TO SAFARE OWNERS... 
 
This manual has been prepared to acquaint you with the operation of your Safare Custom 
Camper, and to provide important operating information. We urge you to read this publication 
carefully and follow the recommendations to help assure the most enjoyable and troublefree 
operation of your vehicle. 
 
 
STOVE: 
 
The two burner stove is designed for safety and ease while cooking. The butane tank is located on 
the underside on the van, directly behind the front right wheel. The middle valve (Figure #1) on 
the tank will open and close the butane supply with arrows showing the direction for butane flow. 
To the rear of the flow valve is the fill valve. Open the flow valve completely, turn stove burner 
on, and ignite with a match. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR:  
 
The refrigerator will run on either the van's 12 volt dual barters Or 100 volt hook-up. Inside the 
refrigerator, in top right corner, is a dial with 1-5 settings for cooling. For normal cooling, it is 
recommended to set the dial on 3. 
 
For cooling with 110 volt, a 20' extension cord is located behind the driver's seat. Remove the 
cord and connect to the hook-up (Figure #2) Located outside on driver's side. Connect to any 110 
volt source. When ever the refrigerator is being run on 110 volt, the plug on the refrigerator 
cabinet (Figure #3) must be connected. 
 
The meter (Figure #4) located on the refrigerator cabinet registers voltage level in battery while 
the refrigerator is in operation. The battery charger is located under the left dinette seat and will 
charge the auxiliary battery when connected to 110 volt source. The reset button on the main 
circuit breaker box is located under the left side dinette seat. 



SINK AND WATER CABINET: 
 
Your hand pump may be used for a smooth steady flow of water by simply pulling the handle forward. Be 
leaving the handle in the down position, finger rip motion delivers water from any city water hookup. For a 
flow of water without an electric pump, simply rock the pump handle back 
and forth. 
Your twelve gallon holding tank fill (Figure -5) is located outside of the van parallel to the sink. This fill is 
designed to padlock for safety. Directly below the fill and under the van, is the petcock drain for draining 
the water tank. Under the van, and to the rear of the petcock drain, is the opening for any water in the sink, 
with an eleven gallon holding tank and a 3" dump salve for ease. This drain is designed with a closing cap 
and conforms to the State Law regulating drainage. This unit is designed to drain all grey waste water. A 
hose may be attached for draining into a container or hookup. 
 
LIGHTING AND ROOF VENT: 
 
Inside the van is a double fluorescent light and vent for your convenience and comfort. To operate the light 
and vent, the accessory switch on the front dash must be pulled on. Simply set the lighting and ventilation 
for your needs. 
 

 
 

 



 
 
OPTIONAL FRONT HAMMOCK: 
 
Located behind both front seals are brackets. Snap in firmly both ends of hammock posts into 
brackets. Simply pull the hammock directly nut and attach nylon hooks to the front catches. This 
hammock is designed to support up to 13S pounds. 
 
 
 
TOP HAMMOCK: 
 
In the upper part of the van, front and back, are the brackets for holding the hammock. The back 
bracket can be permanently attached. The front bracket is removable for safety and is stored in 
the cupboard above the side windows. Simply slide the bottom spacer through the hole, place the 
top spacer above, attach nut and tighten. To open the hammock, pull inner post straight out, and 
snap into brackets. To replace the hammock in storing position, snap the post out of brackets and 
roll back into storing position above door. This hammock is six feet long and is designed to 
support 175 pounds. 
 
 
 
MAIN DOUBLE BED: 
 
 
This bed is designed specifically for the sleeping comfort of two adults. Remove the dinette table 
by lifting it to a 45 degree angle, push the leg latch to fold leg up to the table in a lock position, 
and pull the table off the support bracket. Place the table between the dinette seats on the lower 
supporting bracket. Place the back cushions of the dinette seats over the table. This arrangement 
may be used for a small day bed for children or for seating of passengers while traveling. 
On either side of dinette seats are sliding bolts. Pull these open and pull the bed forward with the 
two handles on the top of the bed. Completely open, the bed measures four feet by over six feet to 
insure comfort and ease while sleeping. To place the bed into storing position, simply push the 
bed back, and snap the bolls into place. Place the dinette cushions into position an snap the 
dinette table into its top supporting bracket. The table leg will automatically go into place by 
pressing the leg latch. This bed can be opened and closed with full bedding and pillows. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OPTIONAL SLIDE OUT BED: 
 
This bed is stored above your large bed at the rear of the camper. Remove the three 
cushions and the locking pin in the centre of the bed. grasp the handles on the front of the 
bed frame and pull completely out. The three sections are built on rollers and will fall 
into place. Place your cushions on top of the frame and you have a bed for sleeping 
comfort that is four feet by six feet and will support up to 300 pounds. To replace the bed, 
remove the cushions, push the first board onto the middle board and continue pushing 
both sections onto the stationary board. Because of roller bearings, this should be one 
smooth motion. Check the alignment of the boards with the bed board guides at this 
point, push into locking position and replace pin. 
 

 
POP TOP CONVERSION: 



 
To open your Pop Top, unsnap the three flaps completely. Unhook the four T handles, 
grasp the two handles in the roof and push up. Your Pop-Top will then automatically lock 
into place. After the Pop Top section is lifted, the fold out section may he pulled out for 
use of your 6' bed. 
 
To close your Pop Top, fold up the bed, grasp the two handles in the roof and firmly pull 
down halfway. At this point, pull the canvas into the van to avoid the roof scissor 
mechanisms. Keep the four T handles inward. Continue to firmly pull the Pop Top down. 
Fold the canvas so that the flaps will cover. Lock the four T handles and resnap flaps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your purchase of a Safare Custom Camper is greatly appreciated by our  dealer and Safare 
Custom Campers. It is our sincere desire to assist you in any way possible to assure your complete 
satisfaction with your vehicle. 
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